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Photoshop for the Web: Covers Photoshop 5.5 and ImageReady 2.0O'Reilly, 1999

	
		In this second edition, author Mikkel Aaland updatesPhotoshop for the Web to include important new techniques and workarounds for the latest release of Photoshop--version 5.5. The first edition was loaded with step-by-step examples and real-world solutions from some of the world's hottest Web sites. The second edition adds...
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Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Killer TipsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
The hottest collection of cool tips and hidden secrets for the  Flash MX 2004 user who needs results fast! In today's economy, time is money.  Flash MX 2004 Killer Tips is all about speed,  showing users how to get more work done in less time. This book is designed to  increase productivity (and...
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Buffer Overflow AttacksSyngress Publishing, 2005
Buffer overflows. In most information technology circles these days, the term buffer overflows has become synonymous with vulnerabilities or in some cases, exploits. It is not only a scary word that can keep you up at night wondering if you purchased the best firewalls, configured your new host-based intrusion prevention system correctly, and have...
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PC Repair Bench BookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Your one-stop guide to
	Understanding and repairing motherboards, processors, chipsets, BIOS, and system resources 
	Updating and optimizing memory and aging systems
	Diagnosing common PC problems and performing routine maintenance
	Installing and configuring system upgrades
	Working...
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Advanced Project Portfolio Management and the PMO: Multiplying ROI at Warp SpeedJ. Ross Publishing, Inc, 2003
This comprehensive book covers the strategy, tactics, and processes needed for successful project portfolio management. It outlines a road map to unprecedented project management improvement and includes a detailed implementation plan for both strategic planning and a PMO that gives you measurable results in weeks. The author delineates four...
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Building iPhone Apps with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript: Making App Store Apps Without Objective-C or CocoaO'Reilly, 2010

What people are saying about Building iPhone Apps w/ HTML, CSS, and JavaScript

"The future of mobile development is clearly web technologies like CSS, HTML and JavaScript. Jonathan Stark shows you how to leverage your existing web development skills to build native iPhone applications using these...
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60 Recipes for Apache CloudStack: Using the CloudStack EcosystemO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Planning to deploy and maintain a public, private, or hybrid cloud service? This cookbook’s handy how-to recipes help you quickly learn and install Apache CloudStack, along with several API clients, API wrappers, data architectures, and configuration management technologies that work as part of CloudStack’s ecosystem.
...
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OpenCV 3 Computer Vision with Python Cookbook: Leverage the power of OpenCV 3 and Python to build computer vision applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Recipe-based approach to tackle the most common problems in Computer Vision by leveraging the functionality of OpenCV using Python APIs

	
		Key Features

		
			Build computer vision applications with OpenCV functionality via Python API
	
			Get to grips with image processing, multiple...
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SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedures Handbook (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003
Stored procedures are compiled T-SQL statements that reside on the database.  They are the cornerstones of successful data manipulation, and data-handling  operations of every complexity make use of them. This book is an in-depth guide  to a key area of database development.

This book tackles real-world problems faced by developers when...
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Connecting the Dots: Aligning Projects with Objectives in Unpredictable TimesHarvard Business School, 2003
Are you ever going to see the value promised from your company’s project portfolio?

The question is all too familiar. The concern is real and legitimate. Technology and other project initiatives have grown faster than the ability of most companies to manage them—affecting the return on the investment of trillions of dollars...
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JavaScript Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2016

	
		Quickly discover solutions to common problems, best practices you can follow, and everything JavaScript has to offer. Using a problem-solution approach, this book takes you from language basics like built-in objects and flow control all the way to advanced optimization techniques, frameworks and Node.js. 

	...
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Microsoft Windows XP Professional Resource Kit, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2003
Install, configure, and support the Windows XP Professional operating system  with expertise from the Microsoft Windows team. This official Resource Kit packs  more than 1600 pages of in-depth technical information, including two new  chapters from the Microsoft Windows Security Resource Kit; a bonus eBook,  Automating and...
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